Subdiffraction spatial resolution luminescence depletion imaging was performed with giant CdSe/14CdS nanocrystal quantum dots (g-NQDs) dispersed on a glass slide. Luminescence depletion imaging used a Gaussian shaped excitation laser pulse overlapped with a depletion pulse, shaped into a doughnut profile, with zero intensity in the center. Luminescence from a subdiffraction volume is collected from the central portion of the excitation spot, where no depletion takes place. Up to 92% depletion of the luminescence signal was achieved. An average full width at half-maximum of 40 ± 10 nm was measured in the lateral direction for isolated g-NQDs at an air interface using luminescence depletion imaging, whereas the average full width at half-maximum was 450 ± 90 nm using diffraction-limited, confocal luminescence imaging. Time-gating of the luminescence depletion data was required to achieve the stated spatial resolution. No observable photobleaching of the g-NQDs was present in the measurements, which allowed imaging with a dwell time of 250 ms per pixel to obtain images with a high signal-to-noise ratio. The mechanism for luminescence depletion is likely stimulated emission, stimulated absorption, or a combination of the two. The g-NQDs fulfill a need for versatile, photostable tags for subdiffraction imaging schemes where high laser powers or long exposure times are used. ABSTRACT: Subdiffraction spatial resolution luminescence depletion imaging was performed with giant CdSe/14CdS nanocrystal quantum dots (g-NQDs) dispersed on a glass slide. Luminescence depletion imaging used a Gaussian shaped excitation laser pulse overlapped with a depletion pulse, shaped into a doughnut profile, with zero intensity in the center. Luminescence from a subdiffraction volume is collected from the central portion of the excitation spot, where no depletion takes place. Up to 92% depletion of the luminescence signal was achieved. An average full width at half-maximum of 40 ± 10 nm was measured in the lateral direction for isolated g-NQDs at an air interface using luminescence depletion imaging, whereas the average full width at half-maximum was 450 ± 90 nm using diffraction-limited, confocal luminescence imaging. Time-gating of the luminescence depletion data was required to achieve the stated spatial resolution. No observable photobleaching of the g-NQDs was present in the measurements, which allowed imaging with a dwell time of 250 ms per pixel to obtain images with a high signal-to-noise ratio. The mechanism for luminescence depletion is likely stimulated emission, stimulated absorption, or a combination of the two. The g-NQDs fulfill a need for versatile, photostable tags for subdiffraction imaging schemes where high laser powers or long exposure times are used.
■ INTRODUCTION
Lateral spatial resolution using visible wavelengths is limited by diffraction to ∼250 nm in far-field optical microscopy. 1 There are several imaging techniques available to circumvent this constraint. Near-field techniques with a probe in close proximity to the sample can be used, but the probe can be too invasive for some applications. 2 In addition to using a nearfield technique, there are several far-field techniques that have been developed. Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy and several similar techniques utilize intermittent on/off states to limit the number of fluorophores emitting in a diffraction limited volume, and to generate a series of images that are reconstructed into a high resolution image. 3 Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy uses point-spread function engineering, and can yield measurements with high spatial and temporal resolution. 4−12 STED uses a doughnut shaped depletion beam that spatially and temporally overlaps a Gaussian shaped excitation beam. The depletion beam is tuned to the red edge of a fluorophore's emission spectrum, providing depletion of the signal at the periphery of the Gaussian excitation profile. The resulting signal from the center of the excitation profile is below the diffraction limit.
In order to achieve subdiffraction spatial resolution imaging with STED, high laser powers or long acquisition times may be required. These conditions may lead to significant photobleaching of most small molecule fluorophores, which can degrade the achieved spatial resolution. 13, 14 Nanocrystal quantum dots (NQDs) display the highest photostability of the prominently used fluorescent labels, 15, 16 making them an ideal fluorophore for STED. On the other hand, Auger recombination, for example, is known to prevent efficient stimulated emission of isolated NQDs. 17 Stimulated emission can outpace Auger recombination in close-packed solids and highly concentrated colloidal solutions, 18, 19 but extended solids have limited utility as tags for imaging applications.
Hell and co-workers demonstrated 45 nm spatial resolution along a single axis for clusters of Mn-doped ZnSe NQDs using a depletion beam with two nodes having zero intensity between them. 20 They attributed the improved spatial resolution to stimulated absorption to higher-lying excited states. 21 Clusters of NQDs were necessary for their study to avoid excessive exposure times, as sufficient signal could not be obtained with isolated NQDs due to a long lifetime (about 90 μs) of the luminescence transition.
So-called giant NQDs (g-NQDs) with 10−20 monolayers of CdS shell added onto a 2−5 nm CdSe core exhibit suppression of luminescence intermittency (i.e., blinking) and almost complete suppression of Auger recombination. 22−25 The suppression of Auger recombination has the effect of increasing the lifetime of biexcitons and even allowing the observation of multiexciton states. 26 Radiative lifetime components of excitons, biexcitons, and up to sixth-order multiexcitons in gNQDs were observed with excitation powers on the order of 1 kW cm −2 at 4 K. 26 Furthermore, biexcitons and multiexcitons can undergo more effective stimulated emission, with the multiexcitons having a lower threshold for stimulated emission than biexcitons and indeed many dye molecules. 23 Here, we report luminescence depletion (LD) imaging using CdSe/14CdS g-NQDs with a lateral spatial resolution of 40 ± 10 nm. It is proposed that stimulated emission and excited-state absorption mechanisms may work either independently or synergistically to provide depletion. A 7-fold improvement over the diffraction barrier was generated at an air interface with excitation and depletion powers of 50 pJ and 2 nJ, respectively.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation and Characterization. The gNQDs have been previously described. 27 The average CdSe/ 14CdS g-NQD particle size was 13 ± 2 nm as measured by transmission electron microscopy. Single particle films used in imaging experiments were prepared by depositing isolated giant CdSe/14CdS quantum dots by a method demonstrated previously. 22, 24 Briefly, giant CdSe/14CdS quantum dots were diluted in toluene to a concentration in the ca. 0.1−50 pM range. Solutions were sonicated and deposited on a glass slide (474030-9000-000, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Thornwood, NY), and the solvent was allowed to evaporate. We previously demonstrated that samples prepared in this way showed no sign of aggregation before or after making the films. This conclusion was based on several measurements, including antibunching experiments. 28 The sample was dried under ambient conditions for 30 min before any measurements were performed.
Blinking statistics for the g-NQDs were determined by comparing the percent of time the signal was in a binary high (on) or low (off) state using sequential 25 ms measurements over a 95 s time window. Depletion efficiencies for the g-NQDs were measured as the attenuation of the luminescence signal after illumination with the excitation and depletion wavelengths compared to the signal with illumination of only the excitation wavelength. The depletion power was varied, and sequential 250 ms measurements over a 45 s time window were collected. Depletion was also observed with a CMOS camera (Moticam 2, Motic, British Columbia, Canada) by illuminating a single NQD with the excitation beam and blocking and unblocking the LD beam. Photobleaching rates for the g-NQDs were measured by illuminating the samples with the excitation beam at the same position and taking sequential time measurements over 3.5 min. For all measurements described above, the beams had a Gaussian profile.
Imaging. The imaging system used for these studies has been described previously. 29 Minor changes to the system are described below. The excitation and depletion beams derive from an SC laser (SC-450-pp-he, Fianium, Southampton, U.K.), which has its output split into two paths using a polarizing beam splitter cube (DMLP605R, Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey). The laser repetition rate was 2 MHz, and the pulse widths for the excitation and LD pulses were approximately 120 and 160 ps, respectively. The two pulses were offset with the LD pulse trailing the excitation pulse by ∼100 ps. Filters are used to select the excitation and LD wavelengths, which are shown in Figure 1 . Measurements were performed using 50 pJ for excitation and 2 nJ for LD, as measured before the microscope objective. The excitation and LD pulses were ∼350 and ∼600 nm (with a center null) in diameter at the focal plane, respectively. The LD beam was shaped into a doughnut with a vortex-phase plate. The beams are expanded and collimated before being recombined using a dichroic mirror (ZT594RDC, Chroma, Bellows Falls, Vermont). The collinear pulses are reflected via a dichroic mirror (635-70BPDC, Chroma) to an oil immersion objective, and the resulting luminescence is directed to the detection path. The signal is sent to two stacked emission filters (FF01-629/56-25, Semrock, Rochester, NY) and subsequently through a 100 μm pinhole (NT36-392, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) and a hybrid photomultiplier tube (HPM-100-40, Becker and Hickl, Berlin, Germany) coupled to a single-photon counting card (SPC-830, Becker and Hickl).
Raster scanning of a 1 × 1 μm (64 × 64 pixels) or 2 × 2 μm (128 × 128 pixels) region was used to generate the images. Images were collected at room temperature. All data were collected with Single Photon Counter v9.30 software (Becker & Hickl) and analyzed further using SPCImage (Becker & Hickl) or MATLAB version 2011b (Mathworks, Natick, MA). A time window of 3.3 ns with 64 time channels and a dwell time of 250 ms per pixel were used. Time-gating was used to obtain the best spatial resolution, as further outlined below. Image-J 1.44p (National Institutes of Health, USA) was used to take cross sections of contiguous pixels in the collected images, and Origin (OriginLab, Northampton, MA) was used to perform all other data processing. All reported uncertainties are one standard deviation.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Luminescence Depletion Efficiencies of g-NQDs. The goal of this work was to explore the ability of giant nanocrystal quantum dots (g-NQDs) to serve as photostable tags for subdiffraction imaging techniques that require high laser powers and/or long exposure times. In practice, this required determining the experimental conditions, including laser powers, acquisition times, and signal gating, necessary for subdiffraction imaging using g-NQDs. As observed in Figure 1 , the g-NQDs display the characteristic broad excitation curve (blue curve). The excitation wavelengths (green curve) were Figure 1 . The CdSe/14CdS g-NQD excitation (blue line) and emission (orange line) spectra and the transmission curves for the microscope's filters are shown. The laser pulses are selected with interference filters with the excitation (green line) and LD (red line) filters centered at 570 ± 10 and 684 ± 8 nm, respectively. The bandpass of the LD filter allows significant overlap with the g-NQD emission spectrum while avoiding unwanted excitation. Two stacked emission filters (black line) centered at 630 ± 60 nm allow the signal to be transmitted to the detection path. The inset shows the NQDs LD is reversible with successive images from top to bottom of a single quantum dot obtained with excitation beam illumination (left column) or excitation plus depletion beam illumination (right column), where all beams were Gaussian shaped. The scale bar is 500 nm.
chosen to be as far red-shifted as possible in order to limit scattering, photodamage, and background luminescence in future applications where this may be an issue, such as in the case of biological samples, without compromising the desired signal collection. The amount of spectral overlap between the g-NQD's narrow emission profile (orange curve) and the depletion wavelengths (red curve) had to be carefully balanced. A too small overlap would lead to inefficient depletion, while an unnecessarily large overlap would cause an unwanted decrease in signal collection from a narrow detection window (black curve). LD occurs with the chosen excitation and depletion wavelengths (Figure 1, inset) . In this instance, both the excitation and depletion beams were Gaussian shaped, and the data reveal that the depletion is reversible.
The optimum power of the depletion beam results in 100% LD efficiency without excessive exposure of the sample to high photon fluxes, thus limiting sample heating and damage. In order to determine the optimal power for the depletion beam, the attenuation of the luminescence signal for isolated g-NQDs was recorded for varying depletion powers (Figure 2 ). The depletion efficiency increases with increasing depletion power up to the maximum output of the laser used for these studies (2.0 nJ). At the highest power, a 92% depletion was obtained after correcting for a 3% contribution to the luminescence signal caused by the depletion beam. The mechanism of the high depletion efficiency could be stimulated emission, stimulated absorption, or both. Stimulated absorption has been shown for Mn-doped ZnSe NQDs. 20 A definitive assignment of the mechanism will, however, require further experiments that are beyond the scope of this work.
Determination of g-NQD On/Off Time and Photobleaching Rates. A zero or low frequency of blinking events is desirable for raster scan imaging to maintain the generated image's integrity. For an imaging application, a dwell time that is too short relative to the blinking characteristics of the nanoparticle will result in an undesired false negative at that pixel; on the other hand, it is not desirable to ensure there are no false negatives, as excessive imaging times may result. The blinking characteristics of the g-NQDs must be known to set a dwell time per pixel that limits false negatives and to quantify the probability of recording a false negative at an acceptable imaging speed. Therefore, the luminescence signal of isolated gNQDs was recorded over a time window of 95 s using an excitation power of 50 pJ. Representative data from 10 randomly chosen g-NQDs are shown in Figure 3 . The average percent on-time for all nanoparticles was 98.40 ± 0.04%. Hollingsworth and co-workers reported an on-time of greater than 99% and between 99 and 80% of the total analysis time as corresponding to nonblinking and largely nonblinking g-NQDs, respectively. 24 The percentage of particles with on-times greater than 99% was 90%, and the average off-time for these particles was 100 ± 200 ms. The percentage of particles with on-times between 99 and 80% was 10%. The observed nonblinking behavior is typical of isolated giant CdSe/nCdS quantum dots. 24, 27, 30 No observable photobleaching was observed on the timescale of any of the measurements performed, which included an extended 3.5 min illumination of the g-NQDs. This allowed for dwell times per pixel not possible with typical fluorescent dyes used for STED, including the 250 ms dwell time used for subsequent experiments.
Subdiffraction Spatial Resolution Imaging Using gNQDs. The confocal and LD images of 12 quantum dots are shown in Figure 4 . The confocal images were recorded using only the excitation beam, while both the excitation and depletion beams were incident upon the sample for the LD images. The improvement in the spatial resolution of the LD images is evident by the smaller feature size. In the confocal images, there are occasional rows of lower luminescence intensity compared to the rest of the pixels representing the g-NQD. This is attributed to a few intermittent blinking periods, characteristic of even the best g-NQDs. The amount of intermittent blinking recorded in the LD images is significantly lower than that in the confocal images, and is only observed for g-NQD number 6. This is expected, since the total time used to collect the nanoparticle's luminescence signal (not the time the nanoparticle is exposed to the laser) in the LD mode is 97.7 ± 0.8% shorter than that used to collect the confocal image.
Cross sections were measured for each g-NQD shown in Figure 4 , and representative cross sections are shown in Figure  5 . The confocal cross sections were best fit to Gaussians, while the LD cross sections were best fit to Lorentzians. This is Figure 2 . The g-NQD depletion efficiency was measured using continuous illumination with the 50 pJ excitation beam, and overlapping the depletion beam after approximately 10 s had elapsed. The depletion energies ranged from 0.08 to 2.00 nJ. The data were corrected for a small component of luminescence generated by the depletion beam but did not need correction for photobleaching. The inset shows the fraction of LD versus depletion laser energy. Figure 3 . Graphs of the luminescence intensity versus time for 10 individual g-NQDs labeled a−j. The luminescence intensity was integrated every 25 ms for a total of 95 s. The excitation power was the same as used for collecting the LD images (50 pJ). The NQD was considered off if the signal dropped below 3 counts for 3 adjacent data points. The data show g-NQDs under the experimental conditions used here were 90% nonblinking with on-times greater than 99% and 10% largely nonblinking with on-times between 99 and 80%.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C consistent with previously reported STED data using small molecule fluorophores. 8, 29, 31 The representative cross sections in Figure 5 show a resolution enhancement, as defined by the full width at half-maximum (fwhm), from 398 nm for the confocal mode to 43 nm for the LD mode. The average fwhm values for 12 g-NQDs are given in Table 1 . The average cross section is 450 ± 90 and 40 ± 10 nm for the confocal and LD modes, respectively. For comparison, the actual "physical" average particle size measured by transmission electron microscopy is 13 ± 2 nm.
In order to achieve the 40 ± 10 nm spatial resolution in the LD imaging mode, we had to time-gate the data. The average fwhm of the LD cross sections prior to applying the time-gate was 90 ± 20 nm. A representative confocal and LD decay curve is shown in Figure 6 . The applied time-gate that produced the best spatial resolution is represented by the two vertical lines. The signal prior to 600 ps is higher in the LD curve than the confocal curve. This is likely the result of scatter due to the STED beam, which degrades the spatial resolution. When only the gate at the later times was applied and the entire signal at earlier times was included in the analysis, no improvement in spatial resolution was measured. A time-gate at 500 ps was previously applied to STED images using small molecule fluorophores because depletion was incomplete at earlier times. 29 At long times, the decay curve is primarily dominated by noise that does not convey useful information and degrades the spatial resolution slightly. While gating the signal significantly improved the LD image, gating the confocal data did not significantly alter the average fwhm of the confocal data set (Figure 6, bottom) .
Two lifetime components were extracted from the LD data (2400 ± 800 and 300 ± 100 ps). One or both of the lifetime components may originate from multiexcitons. Htoon et al. 26 measured higher-order excitons in similar g-NQDs at 4 K using a 21× lower power density than used in the current study (21 kW cm −2 for the excitation beam). The lifetimes of the gNQDs increase with excitation intensities lower than what was used in the imaging experiments, which is consistent with the gNQDs existing in multiexcitonic states prior to depletion. The percentage of the short component decreased from 70 ± 6 to 50 ± 10% for the confocal to LD imaging formats, respectively ( Figure 6 ). Figure 4 g-NQD number from Figure 4 confocal fwhm (nm) The overall qualities of the confocal and luminescence decay curves are similar ( Figure 6 ). In a previous experiment using small dye molecules, the noise in the STED decay curve was higher compared to that obtained in the confocal experiment. 29 This was because far fewer molecules were probed by STED, and this reduced the signal. For the small molecule fluorophores, the dwell time per pixel was limited to 5 ms due to excessive photobleaching at longer dwell times. The photostabilty of the g-NQDs allows the dwell time per pixel to be increased, increasing the signal and improving the quality of the decay curve. A 250 ms dwell time was used for these studies, but shorter dwell times could be used to increase the imaging speed, particularly if data are recorded with fewer time channels (i.e., if time-gating is applied but lifetimes are not extracted), while still generating high-quality images with good signal-to-noise ratios.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Luminescence depletion images of CdSe/14CdS giant nanocrystal quantum dots (g-NQDs) with 13 ± 2 nm particle size have been imaged with 40 ± 10 nm spatial resolution. The mode of resolution enhancement over the diffraction limit is through depletion of the g-NQDs luminescence, suggested to be the result of stimulated emission and absorption working individually or in concert. Time-correlated, single-photon counting detection allowed the signal to be time-gated, which is required for achieving 40 nm spatial resolution. Critical for obtaining this result is that photobleaching was not observed, permitting high quality measurements with extended dwell times that would be difficult to obtain under conditions where photobleaching was present. We conclude that g-NQDs show great promise as robust fluorescent labels for subdiffraction measurements in densely populated systems.
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